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A very surprising discovery to me in 
the fall of '67, as I began to study the 
cloemne.nts of '61 in connection with 
the McNamara study project, was that 
the major decision Kennedy had made 
WV,!: to reject the recommendation made 
to hint by virtually evcryate, that he 
send combat units to Vietnam. Kennedy 
rea1i7.ed that most of the people in the 
eountry, whatever the politics, would 
have said, "If it tal:es combat troops, 
or if it takes heavy bombing or nuclear 
wev ,,Nms, it's obviously not worth it for 
us. '7e won't succeed." 
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ifs consistent with other stuff that's 
come oat since then, such as what Ken-
ny O'Donnell says. O'Donnell was Ken-
ne:Iy`s close friend and chief of staff. 
:le says that Kennedy decided in late 
'62, and more stron4:,ly in early '63, that 
our position was essentially hopeless in 
Vietnam and that we should get out, but • 
11..;:t he could not afford to close out our 
involvement there before the election 
of '64, precisely because, as he said, 
"When we get out, whenever it is, there 
will be a...eCarthyite attack on me and 
i will be accused of selling out the 
country and losing Indochina to Com-
munism. After we win the election I 
can take that, but I can't afford it before 
the; election." 

Now, that is very far from a flatter-
ing story, because, although it shows 
realism about Vietnam, it also shows a 
willingness to keep bombing the Viet-
namese for a couple of more years in 
order to get through the election. 

I said to Bobby: "What made him so 
smart, how could he be so clear-sighted 
about the low likelihood of success?" 
And I remember he really burst out at 
that point saying: "But we were there; 
we had seen it! We were there together 
in the early Fifties, and we saw the 
position the French were in and saw 
what they were trying to do to the Indo-
chinese. And my brother was deter-
mined early that we would never get 
into that position." 

Now, all of this was very plausible 
to me, because I had been getting a 
feeling from reading these documents 
that the only men who were capable of 
visualizing the trap that Vietnam might 
be for us were people who happened to 
have a direct acquaintance with the 
French experience. George Ball was 
one. He had been a consul in this coun-
try for the French during that period. 
The others, the great majority of offi-
cials, just could not conceive that we 
could be subject to the same problems 
as the French; they couldn't think of us 
as colonialists, or racists, for God's sake. 
They thought of us as so much more 
competent and powerful than the 
French that the problem looked entire-
ly different. But people who had actual-
ly known the French experience could 
see otherwise, and Jack Kennedy was 
one of those. 

I've never really referred to that in-
terview, although it was genuine histor-
ical data from a participant, because I 
wanted to avoid being one of those who 
ycltt aeoutid snyins flint he eould voile It 

for the cr_r;..Linty that Kennedy would 
carry out those intentions, if he were 
7ut in a crisis. But 1 think it is true 
to say that Kennedy was more likely 
to have closed out, cut the losses in 
'64, '65, th.:;!7 any of the other Presi-
dents 


